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Just-in-time software defect prediction (JIT-SDP) is an active topic in software defect prediction, which aims to identify defect-
inducing changes. Recently, some studies have found that the variability of defect data sets can affect the performance of defect
predictors. By using local models, it can help improve the performance of prediction models. However, previous studies have
focused on module-level defect prediction. Whether local models are still valid in the context of JIT-SDP is an important issue. To
this end, we compare the performance of local and global models through a large-scale empirical study based on six open-source
projects with 227417 changes. -e experiment considers three evaluation scenarios of cross-validation, cross-project-validation,
and timewise-cross-validation. To build local models, the experiment uses the k-medoids to divide the training set into several
homogeneous regions. In addition, logistic regression and effort-aware linear regression (EALR) are used to build classification
models and effort-aware prediction models, respectively. -e empirical results show that local models perform worse than global
models in the classification performance. However, local models have significantly better effort-aware prediction performance
than global models in the cross-validation and cross-project-validation scenarios. Particularly, when the number of clusters k is set
to 2, local models can obtain optimal effort-aware prediction performance. -erefore, local models are promising for effort-
aware JIT-SDP.

1. Introduction

Today, software plays an important role in people’s daily life.
However, the defective software can bring great economic
losses to users and enterprises. According to the estimates of
the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the
economic losses caused by software defects to the United
States are as high as $60 billion per year [1]. -erefore, it is
necessary to detect and repair defects in the software
through a large number of software quality assurance
activities.

Software defect prediction technology plays an impor-
tant role in software quality assurance, and it is also an active
research topic in the field of software engineering data
mining [2, 3]. In the actual software development, test

resources are always limited, so it is necessary to prioritize
the allocation of limited test resources to modules that are
more likely to be defective [4]. Software defect prediction
technology aims to predict the defect proneness, defect
number, or defect density of a program module by using
defect prediction models based on statistical or machine
learningmethods [3].-e results of defect predictionmodels
help us to assign limited test resources more reasonably and
improve software quality.

Traditional defect predictions are performed at a coarse-
grained level (such as package or file level). However, when
large files are predicted as defect prone by predictors, it can
be time-consuming to perform code checks on them [5]. In
addition, since large files have been modified by multiple
developers, it is not easy to find the right developer to check
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the files [6]. To this end, just-in-time software defect pre-
diction (JIT-SDP) technology is proposed [7–10]. JIT-SDP is
made at change level, which has a finer granularity than
module level. Once developers submit a change for the
program, defect predictors can identify whether the change
is defect-inducing immediately. -erefore, JIT-SDP has the
advantages of fine granularity, instantaneity, and traceability
compared with traditional defect prediction [7].

In order to improve the performance of software defect
prediction, researchers have invested a lot of effort.-emain
research content includes the use of various machine
learning methods, feature selection, processing class im-
balance, processing noise, etc. [2]. Recently, researchers
propose a novel idea called local models that may help
improve the performance of defect prediction [11–14]. -e
local models divide all available training data into several
regions with similar metrics and train a prediction model for
each region. However, the research objects in previous are
file-level or class-level defect data sets. Whether local models
are still valid in the context of JIT-SDP remains for further
study.

To this end, we conduct experiment on the change-level
defect data sets from six open-source projects including
227417 changes. We empirically compare the classification
performance and effort-aware prediction performance of
local and global models through a large-scale empirical
study. In order to build local models, the experiment uses the
k-medoids clustering algorithm to divide the training
samples into homogeneous regions. For each region, the
experiment builds classification models and effort-aware
prediction models based on logistic regression and effort-
aware linear regression (EALR), respectively, which are
always used for baseline models in prior studies [7–9].

-e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(i) We compare the classification performance and
effort-aware prediction performance of local and
global models in three evaluation scenarios, namely,
cross-validation scenario, cross-project-validation
scenario, and timewise-cross-validation scenario,
for JIT-SDP.

(ii) Considering the influence of the number of clusters
k on the performance of local models, we evaluate
the classification performance and effort-aware
prediction performance of local models with dif-
ferent values of k by adjusting k from 2 to 10.

(iii) -e empirical results show that local models per-
form worse in classification performance than
global models in three evaluation scenarios. In
addition, local models have worse effort-aware
prediction performance in the timewise-cross-
validation scenario. However, local models have
better effort-aware prediction performance than
global models in the cross-validation scenario and
cross-project-validation scenario. Particularly,
when the parameter k is set to 2, local models can
obtain optimal performance in the ACC and Popt
indicators.

-e results of the experiment provide valuable knowl-
edge about the advantages and limitations of local models in
the JIT-SDP problem. In order to ensure the repeatability of
the experiment and promote future research, we share the
code and data of the experiment.

-is paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the background and related work of software defect pre-
diction. Section 3 introduces the details of local models. -e
experimental setup is presented in Section 4. Section 5
demonstrates the experimental results and analysis. Section
6 introduces the threats to validity. Section 7 summarizes the
paper and describes future work.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Background of Software Defect Prediction. Software
defect prediction technology originated in the 1970s [15].
At that time, the software systems were less complex, and
researchers found that the number of software defects in a
program system was related to the number of lines of code.
In 1971, Akiyama et al. [16] proposed a formula for the
relationship between the number of software defects (D)
and lines of code (LOC) in a project: D � 4.86 +

0.018 × LOC. However, as software scale and complexity
continue to increase, the formula is too simple to predict
the relationship between D and LOC. -erefore, based on
empirical knowledge, researchers designed a series of
metrics associated with software defects. McCabe et al. [17]
believed that code complexity is better correlated with
software defects than the number of code lines and pro-
posed a cyclomatic complexity metric to measure code
complexity. In 1994, Chidamber and Kemerer [18] pro-
posed CK metrics for the object-oriented program code. In
addition to code-based metrics, researchers found that
metrics based on software development processes are also
associated with software defects. Nagappan and Ball [19]
proposed relative code churn metrics to predict defect
density at file level by measuring code churn during
software development.

-e purpose of defect prediction technology is to predict
the defect proneness, number of defects, or defect density of
a program module. Taking the prediction of defect prone-
ness as an example, the general process of defect prediction
technology is described in Figure 1.

(1) Program modules are extracted from the software
history repository, and the granularity of the mod-
ules can be set to package, file, change, or function
according to actual requirement.

(2) Based on the software code and software develop-
ment process, metrics related to software defects are
designed and used to measure program modules.
Defect data sets are built by mining defect logs in the
version control system and defect reports in the
defect tracking system.

(3) Defect data sets are performed necessary pre-
processing (excluding outliers, data normalization,
etc.). Defect prediction models are built by using
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statistical or machine learning algorithms such as
Naive Bayes, random forest, and support vector
machines. Prediction models are evaluated based on
performance indicators such as accuracy, recall, and
AUC.

(4) When a new program module appears, the same
metrics are used to measure the module, and the
prediction models are used to predict whether the
module is defect prone (DP) or nondefect prone
(NDP).

2.2. Related Work

2.2.1. Just-In-Time Software Defect Prediction. Traditional
defect prediction techniques are performed at coarse
granularity (package, file, or function). Although these
techniques are effective in some cases, they have the fol-
lowing disadvantages [7]: first, the granularity of predictions
is coarse, so developers need to check a lot of code to locate
the defective code; second, program modules are often
modified by multiple developers, so it is difficult to find a
suitable expert to perform code checking on the defect-
prone modules; third, since the defect prediction is per-
formed in the late stages of the software development cycle,
developers may have forgotten the details of the develop-
ment, which reduces the efficiency of defects detection and
repair.

In order to overcome the shortcomings of traditional
defect prediction, a new technology called just-in-time
software defect prediction (JIT-SDP) is proposed [7, 20].
JIT-SDP is a fine-grained prediction method whose pre-
diction objects are code changes instead of modules, which
has the following merits: first, since the prediction is per-
formed at a fine granularity, the scope of the code inspection
can be reduced to save the effort of code inspection; second,
JIT-SDP is performed at the change level, and once a de-
veloper submits the modified code, the defect prediction can
be executed. -erefore, defect predictions are performed
more timely, and it is easy to find the right developer for
buggy changes.

In recent years, research related to JIT-SDP has de-
veloped rapidly. Mockus and Weiss [20] designed the
change metrics to evaluate the probability of defect-
inducing changes for initial modification requests (IMR)

in a 5ESS network switch project. Yang et al. [21] first
applied deep learning technology to JIT-SDP and pro-
posed a method called Deeper. -e empirical results show
that the Deeper method can detect more buggy changes
and have better F1 indicator than the EALR method.
Kamei et al. [10] conducted experiment on 11 open-source
projects for JIT-SDP using cross-project models. -ey
found that the cross-project models can perform well when
carefully selecting training data. Yang et al. [22] proposed a
two-layer ensemble learning method (TLEL), which le-
verages decision tree and ensemble learning method.
Experimental results show that TLEL can significantly
improve the PofB20 and F1 indicators compared to the
three baselines. Chen et al. [9] proposed a novel supervised
learning method MULTI, which applied multiobjective
optimization algorithm to software defect prediction.
Experimental results show that MULTI is superior to 43
state-of-the-art prediction models. Considering a commit
in the software development may be partially defective,
which may involve defective files and nondefective files. To
this end, Pascarella et al. [23] proposed a fine-grained JIT-
SDP model to predict buggy files in a commit based on ten
open-source projects. Experimental results show that 43%
defective commits are mixed by buggy and clean resources,
and their method can obtain 82% AUC-ROC to detect
defective files in a commit.

2.2.2. Effort-Aware Software Defect Prediction. In recent
years, researchers pointed out that when using the defect
prediction model, the cost-effectiveness of the model should
be considered [24]. Due to the high cost of checking for
potentially defective program modules, modules with high
defect densities should be prioritized when testing resources
are limited. Effort-aware defect prediction aims at finding
more buggy changes in limited testing resources, which has
been extensively studied in module-level (package, file, or
function) defect prediction [25, 26]. Kamei et al. [7] applied
effort-aware defect prediction to JIT-SDP. In their study, they
used code churn (total number of modified lines of code) as a
measure of the effort and proposed the EALRmodel based on
linear regression. -eir study showed that 35% defect-
inducing changes can be detected by using only 20% effort.

Recently, many supervised and unsupervised learning
methods are investigated in the context of effort-aware JIT-
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Figure 1: -e process of software defect prediction.
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SDP. Yang et al. [8] compared simple unsupervised models
with supervised models for effort-aware JIT-SDP and found
that many unsupervised models outperform the state-of-
the-art supervised models. Inspired by the study of Yang
et al. [8], Liu et al. [27] proposed a novel unsupervised
learning method CCUM which is based on code churn.
-eir study showed that CCUM performs better than the
state-of-the-art prediction model at that time. As the results
Yang et al. [8] reported are startling, Fu et al. [28] repeated
their experiment. -eir study indicates that supervised
learning methods are better than unsupervised methods
when their analysis is conducted on a project-by-project
basis. However, their study supports the general goal of Yang
et al. [8]. Huang et al. [29] also performed a replication study
based on the study of Yang et al. [8], and extended their
study in the literature [30]. -ey found three weaknesses of
the LT model proposed by Yang et al. [8]: more context
switching, more false alarms, and worse F1 than supervised
methods. -erefore, they proposed a novel supervised
method CBS+, which combines the advantages of LT and
EALR. Empirical results demonstrate that CBS + can detect
more buggy changes than EALR. More importantly,
CBS + can significantly reduce context switching compared
to LT.

3. Software Defect Prediction Based on
Local Models

Menzies et al. [11] first applied local models to defect
prediction and effort estimation in 2011 and extended their
study work in 2013 [12]. -e basic idea of local models is
simple: first, cluster all training data into homogeneous
regions; then train a prediction model for each region. A test
instance will be predicted by one of the predictors [31].

To the best of our knowledge, there are only five studies
of local models in the filed of defect prediction. Menzies et al.
[11, 12] first proposed the idea of local models. -eir studies
attempted to explore the best way to learn lessons for defect
prediction and effort estimation. -ey adopted WHERE
algorithm to cluster the data into the regions with similar
properties. Experimental results showed that the lessons
learned from clusters have better prediction performance by
comparing the lessons generated from all the data, local
projects, and each cluster. Scanniello et al. [13] proposed a
novel defect prediction method based on software clustering
for class-level defect prediction. -eir research demon-
strated that for a class to be predicted in a project system, the
models built from the classes related to it outperformed the
classes from the entire system. Bettenburg et al. [14] com-
pared local and global models based on statistical learning
technology for software defect prediction. Experimental
results demonstrated that local models had better fit and
prediction performance. Herbold et al. [31] introduced local
models into the context of cross-project defect prediction.
-ey compared local models with global models and a
transfer learning technique. -eir findings showed that local
models just made a minor difference compared with global
models and the transfer learning model. Mezouar et al. [32]
compared the performance of local and global models in the

context of effort-aware defect prediction. -eir study is
based on 15 module-level defect data sets and uses k-
medoids to build local models. Experimental results showed
that local models perform worse than global models.

-e process and difference between local models and
global models are described in Figure 2. For global models,
all training data are used to build prediction models by using
statistical or machine learning methods, and the models can
be used to predict any test instance. In comparison, local
models first build a cluster model and divide the training
data into several clusters based on the cluster model. In the
prediction phase, each test instance is assigned a cluster
number based on the cluster models. And each test instance
is predicted by the model trained by the corresponding
cluster instead of all the training data.

In our experiments, we apply local models to the JIT-
SDP problem. In previous studies, various clustering
methods have been used in local models, such as WHERE
[11, 12], MCLUST [14], k-means [14], hierarchical clustering
[14], BorderFlow [13], EM clustering [31], and k-mediods
[32]. According to the suggestion of Herbold et al. [31], one
can use any of these clustering methods. Our experiment
adopts k-medoids as the clustering method in local models.
K-medoids is a widely used clustering method. Different
from k-means used in the previous study [14], the cluster
center of k-medoids is an object, which has low sensitivity to
outliers. Moreover, there are mature Python libraries sup-
porting the implementation of k-medoids. In the stage of
model building, we use logistic regression and EALR to build
the classification model and the effort-aware prediction
model in local models, which are used as baseline models in
previous JIT-SDP studies [7–9].-e detailed process of local
models for JIT-SDP is described in Algorithm 1.

4. Experimental Setup

-is article answers the following three questions through
experiment:

(i) RQ1: how is the classification performance and
effort-aware prediction performance of local models
compared to those of global models in the cross-
validation scenario?

(ii) RQ2: how is the classification performance and
effort-aware prediction performance of local models
compared to those of global models in the cross-
project-validation scenario?

(iii) RQ3: how is the classification performance and
effort-aware prediction performance of local models
compared to those of global models in the timewise-
cross-validation scenario?

-is section introduces the experimental setup from five
aspects: data sets, modeling methods, performance evalua-
tion indicators, data analysis method, and data pre-
processing. Our experiment is performed on the hardware
with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7700 CPU 3.60GHZ. -e op-
eration system is Windows 10. -e programming environ-
ment for scripts is Python 3.6.
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4.1. Data Sets. -e data sets used in experiment are widely
used for JIT-SDP, which are shared by Kamei et al. [7]. -e
data sets contain six open-source projects from different
application domains. For example, Bugzilla (BUG) is an
open-source defect tracking system, Eclipse JDT (JDT) is a
full-featured Java integrated development environment
plugin for the Eclipse platform, Mozilla (MOZ) is a web
browser, and PostgreSQL (POS) is a database system [9].
-ese data sets are extracted from CVS repositories of
projects and corresponding bug reports [7]. -e basic in-
formation of the data sets is shown in Table 1.

To predict whether a change is defective or not, Kamei
et al. [7] design 14 metrics associated with software defects,
which can be grouped into five groups (i.e., diffusion, size,
purpose, history, and experience).-e specific description of
these metrics is shown in Table 2. A more detailed in-
troduction to the metrics can be found in the literature [7].

4.2. Modeling Methods. -ere are three modeling methods
that are used in our experiment. First, in the process of using

local models, the training set is divided into multiple
clusters. -erefore, this process is completed by the k-
medoids model. Second, the classification performance and
effort-aware prediction performance of local models and
global models are investigated in our experiment. -erefore,
we use logistic regression and EALR to build classification
models and effort-aware prediction models, respectively,
which are used as baseline models in previous JIT-SDP
studies [7–9]. Details of the three models are shown below.

4.2.1. K-Medoids. -e first step in local models is to use a
clustering algorithm to divide all training data into several
homogeneous regions. In this process, the experiment uses
k-medoids as a clustering algorithm, which is widely used in
different clustering tasks. Different from k-means, the co-
ordinate center of each cluster of k-medoids is a repre-
sentative object rather than a centroid. Hence, k-medoids is
less sensitive to the outliers. -e objective function of k-
medoids can be defined by using Equation (1), where p is a
sample in the cluster Ci and Oi is a medoid in the cluster Ci:

Training data

Test data
Prediction result

Classifier

(a)

Training data Clustering algorithm

Cluster 1

Cluster i

Cluster n

Cluster model

Cluster number i

Classifier i

Prediction result

Test data

(b)

Figure 2: -e process of (a) global and (b) local models.

Input: training set: D � (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) ; test set: T � (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xm, ym) ; the number of clusters: k
Output: prediction results: R

(1) begin
(2) R⟵[

(3) //Divide the training set into k clusters
(4) clusters, cluster_centers� k-medoids (D, k)
(5) //Train a classifier for each cluster
(6) classifiers�modeling_algorithm (clusters)
(7) for Instance t in T do
(8) //Assign a cluster number i for each instance t
(9) i� calculate_min_distance (t, cluster_centers)
(10) r� classifiers [i].predict (t) //perform prediction
(11) R.append (r)
(12) end
(13) end

ALGORITHM 1: -e application process of local models for JIT-SDP.
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. (1)

Among different k-medoids algorithms, the partitioning
aroundmedoids (PAM) algorithm is used in the experiment,
which was proposed by Kaufman el al. [33] and is one of the
most popularly used algorithms for k-medoids.

4.2.2. Logistic Regression. Similar to prior studies, logistic
regression is used to build classification models [7]. Logistic
regression is a widely used regression model that can be used
for a variety of classification and regression tasks. Assuming
that there are nmetrics for a change c, logistic regression can
be expressed by using Equation (2), where w0, w1, . . . , wn

denote the coefficients of logistic regression and the in-
dependent variables m1, . . . , mn represent the metrics of a
change, which are introduced in Table 2. -e output of the
model y(c) indicates the probability that a change is buggy:

y(c) �
1

1 + e− w0+w1m1+...+wnmn( )
. (2)

In our experiment, logistic regression is used to solve
classification problems. However, the output of the model is
a continuous value with a range of 0 to 1. -erefore, for a
change c, if the value of y(c) is greater than 0.5, then c is
classified as buggy, otherwise it is classified as clean. -e
process can be defined as follows:

Y(c) �
1, if y(c)> 0.5,

0, if y(c)≤ 0.5.
 (3)

4.2.3. Effort-Aware Linear Regression. Arisholm et al. [24]
pointed out that the use of defect prediction models should
consider not only the classification performance of the
model, but also the cost-effectiveness of code inspection.
Afterwards, a large number of studies focus on the effort-
aware defect prediction [8, 9, 11, 12]. Effort-aware linear
regression (EALR) was firstly proposed by Kamei et al. [7]
for solving effort-aware JIT-SDP, which is based on linear
regression models. Different from the above logistic re-
gression, the dependent variable of EALR is Y(c)/Effort(c),
where Y(c) denotes the defect proneness of a change and
Effort(c) denotes the effort required to code checking for the
change c. According to the suggestion of Kamei et al. [7], the
effort for a change can obtained by calculating the number of
modified lines of code.

4.3. Performance Indicators. -ere are four performance
indicators used to evaluate and compare the performance of
local and global models for JIT-SDP (i.e., F1, AUC, ACC,
and Popt). Specifically, we use F1 and AUC to evaluate the
classification performance of prediction models and use
ACC and Popt to evaluate the effort-aware prediction per-
formance of prediction models. -e details are as follows.

Table 1: -e basic information of data sets.

Project Period Number of defective changes Number of changes % defect rate
BUG 1998/08/26∼2006/12/16 1696 4620 36.71
COL 2002/11/25∼2006/07/27 1361 4455 30.55
JDT 2001/05/02∼2007/12/31 5089 35386 14.38
MOZ 2000/01/01∼2006/12/17 5149 98275 5.24
PLA 2001/05/02∼2007/12/31 9452 64250 14.71
POS 1996/07/09∼2010/05/15 5119 20431 25.06

Table 2: -e description of metrics.

Dimension Metric Description

Diffusion

NS Number of modified subsystems
ND Number of modified directories
NF Number of modified files

Entropy Distribution of modified code across each file

Size
LA Lines of code added
LD Lines of code deleted
LT Lines of code in a file before the change

Purpose FIX Whether or not the change is a defect fix

History

NDEV Number of developers that changed the files

AGE Average time interval between the last and the
current change

NUC Number of unique last changes to the files

Experience
EXP Developer experience
REXP Recent developer experience
SEXP Developer experience on a subsystem
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-e experiment first uses F1 and AUC to evaluate the
classification performance of models. JIT-SDP technology
aims to predict the defect proneness of a change, which is a
classification task.-e predicted results can be expressed as a
confusion matrix shown in Table 3, including true positive
(TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true
negative (TN).

For classification problems, precision (P) and recall (R)
are often used to evaluate the prediction performance of the
model:

P �
TP

TP + FP
,

R �
TP

TP + FN
.

(4)

However, the two indicators are usually contradictory in
their results. In order to evaluate a prediction model
comprehensively, we use F1 to evaluate the classification
performance of the model, which is a harmonic mean of
precision and recall and is shown in the following equation:

F1 �
2 × P × R
P + R

. (5)

-e second indicator is AUC. Data class imbalance
problems are often encountered in software defect pre-
diction. Our data sets are also imbalanced (the number of
buggy changes is much less than clean changes). In the class-
imbalanced problem, threshold-based evaluation indicators
(such as accuracy, recall rate, and F1) are sensitive to the
threshold [4]. -erefore, a threshold-independent evalua-
tion indicator AUC is used to evaluate the classification
performance of a model. AUC (area under curve) is the area
under the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve.-e
drawing process of the ROC curve is as follows. First, sort the
instances in a descending order of probability that is pre-
dicted to be positive, and then treat them as positive ex-
amples in turn. In each iteration, the true positive rate (TPR)
and the false positive rate (FPR) are calculated as the or-
dinate and the abscissa, respectively, to obtain an ROC
curve:

TPR �
TP

TP + FN
,

FPR �
FP

TN + FP
.

(6)

-e experiment uses ACC and Popt to evaluate the effort-
aware prediction performance of local and global models.
ACC and Popt are commonly used performance indicators,
which have widely been used in previous research [7–9, 25].

-e calculation method of ACC and Popt is shown in
Figure 3. In Figure 3, x-axis and y-axis represent the cu-
mulative percentage of code churn (i.e., the number of lines
of code added and deleted) and defect-inducing changes. To
compute the values of ACC and Popt, three curves are in-
cluded in Figure 3: optimal model curve, prediction model
curve, and worst model curve [8]. In the optimal model
curve, the changes are sorted in a descending order based on

their actual defect densities. In the worst model curve, the
changes are sorted in the ascending order according to their
actual defect densities. In the prediction model curve, the
changes are sorted in the descending order based on their
predicted defect densities. -en the area between the three
curves and the x-axis, respectively, Area(optimal),
Area(m), and Area(worst) are calculated. ACC indicates
the recall of defect-inducing changes when 20% of the effort
is invested based on the prediction model curve. According
to [7], Popt can be defined by the following equation:

Popt � 1−
area(optimal)− area(m)

area(optimal)− optimal(worst)
. (7)

4.4. Data Analysis Method. -e experiment considers three
scenarios to evaluate the performance of prediction models,
which are 10 times 10-fold cross-validation, cross-project-
validation, and timewise-cross-validation, respectively. -e
details are as follows.

4.4.1. 10 Times 10-Fold Cross-Validation. Cross-validation is
performed within the same project, and the basic process of
10 times 10-fold cross-validation is as follows: first, the data
sets of a project are divided into 10 parts with equal size.
Subsequently, nine parts of them are used to train a pre-
diction model and the remaining part is used as the test set.
-is process is repeated 10 times in order to reduce the
randomness deviation. -erefore, 10 times 10-fold cross-
validation can produce 10 × 10 � 100 results.

Table 3: Confusion matrix.
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Figure 3: -e performance indicators of ACC and Popt.
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4.4.2. Cross-Project-Validation. Cross-project defect pre-
diction has received widespread attention in recent years
[34]. -e basic idea of cross-project defect prediction is to
train a defect prediction model with the defect data sets of a
project to predict defects of another project [8]. Given data
sets containing n projects, n × (n− 1) run results can be
generated for a prediction model. -e data sets used in our
experiment contain six open-source projects, so
6 × (6− 1) � 30 prediction results can be generated for a
prediction model.

4.4.3. Timewise-Cross-Validation. Timewise-cross-validation
is also performed within the same project, but it con-
siders the chronological order of changes in the data sets
[35]. Defect data sets are collected in the chronological order
during the actual software development process. -erefore,
changes committed early in the data sets can be used to
predict the defect proneness of changes committed late. In
the timewise-cross-validation scenario, all changes in the
data sets are arranged in the chronological order, and the
changes in the same month are grouped in the same group.
Suppose the data sets are divided into n groups. Group i and
group i + 1 are used to train a prediction model, and the
group i + 4 and group i + 5 are used as a test set. -erefore,
assuming that a project contains nmonths of data sets, n− 5
run results can be generated for a prediction model.

-e experiment uses the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [36]
and Cliff’s δ [37] to test the significance of differences in
classification performance and prediction performance be-
tween local and global models. -e Wilcoxon signed-rank
test is a popular nonparametric statistical hypothesis test.
We use p values to examine if the difference of the per-
formance of local and global models is statistically significant
at a significance level of 0.05.-e experiment also uses Cliff’s
δ to determine the magnitude of the difference in the
prediction performance between local models and global
models. Usually the magnitude of the difference can be
divided into four levels, i.e., trivial ((|δ|< 0.147)), small
(0.147≤ |δ|< 0.33), moderate (0.33≤ |δ|< 0.474), and large
(≥0.474) [38]. In summary, when the p value is less than
0.05 and Cliff ’s δ is greater than or equal to 0.147, local
models and global models have significant differences in
prediction performance.

4.5. Data Preprocessing. According to suggestion of Kamei
et al. [7], it is necessary to preprocess the data sets. It includes
the following three steps:

(1) Removing Highly Correlated Metrics. -e ND and
REXP metrics are excluded because NF and ND,
REXP, and EXP are highly correlated. LA and LD are
normalized by dividing by LT, since LA and LD are
highly correlated. LT and NUC are normalized by
dividing by NF since LT and NUC are highly cor-
related with NF.

(2) Logarithmic Transformation. Since most metrics are
highly skewed, each metric executes logarithmic
transformation (except for fix).

(3) Dealing with Class Imbalance. -e data sets used in
the experiment have the problem of class imbalance,
i.e., the number of defect-inducing changes is far less
than the number of clean changes. -erefore, we
perform random undersampling on the training set.
By randomly deleting clean changes, the number of
buggy changes remains the same as the number of
clean changes. Note that the undersampling is not
performed in the test set.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1. Analysis for RQ1. To investigate and compare the per-
formance of local and global models in the 10 times 10-fold
cross-validation scenario, we conduct a large-scale empirical
study based on data sets from six open-source projects. -e
experimental results are shown in Table 4. As is shown in
Table 4, the first column represents the evaluation indicators
for prediction models, including AUC, F1, ACC, and Popt;
the second column denotes the project names of six data sets;
the third column shows the performance values of the global
models in the four evaluation indicators; from the fourth
column to the twelfth column, the performance values of the
local models at different k values are shown. Considering
that the number of clusters k may affect the performance of
local models, the value of parameter k is tuned from 2 to 10.
Since 100 prediction results are generated in the 10 times 10-
fold cross-validation scenario, the values in the table are
medians of the experimental results. We do the following
processing on the data in Table 4:

(i) We performed the significance test defined in
Section 4.4 on the performance of the local and
global models. -e performance values of local
models that are significantly different from the
performance values of global model are bolded.

(ii) -e performance values of the local models which
are significantly better than those of the global
models are given in italics.

(iii) -e W/D/L values (i.e., the number of projects for
which local models can obtain a better, equal, and
worse prediction performance than global models)
are calculated under different k values and different
evaluation indicators.

First, we analyze and compare the classification per-
formance of local and global models. As is shown in Table 4,
firstly, all of the performance of local models with different
parameters k and different projects are worse than that of
global models in the AUC indicator. Secondly, in most cases,
the performance of local models are worse than that of global
models (except for four values in italics) in the F1 indicator.
-erefore, it can be concluded that global models perform
better than local models in the classification performance.

Second, we investigate and compare effort-aware pre-
diction performance for local and global models. As can be
seen from Table 4, local models are valid for effort-aware
JIT-SDP. However, local models have different effects on
different projects and different parameters k.
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First, local models have different effects on different
data sets. To describe the effectiveness of local models on
different data sets, we calculate the number of times that
local models perform significantly better than global
models on 9 k values and two evaluation indicators
(i.e., ACC and Popt) for each data set. -e statistical results
are shown in Table 5, where the second row is the number
of times that local models perform better than global
models for each project. It can be seen that local models
have better performance on the projects MOZ and PLA and
poor performance on the projects BUG and COL. Based on
the number of times that local models outperform global
models in six projects, we rank the project as shown in the
third row. In addition, we list the sizes of data sets and their
rank as shown in the fourth row. It can be seen that the
performance of local models on data sets has a strong
correlation with the size of data sets. Generally, the larger
the size of the data set, the more significant the perfor-
mance improvement of local models.

In view of this situation, we consider that if the size of the
data set is too small when using local models, since the data
sets are divided into multiple clusters, the training samples
of each cluster will be further reduced, which will lead to the
performance degradation of models. While the size of data
sets is large, the performance of the model is not easily
limited by the size of the data sets so that the advantages of
local models are better reflected.

In addition, the number of clusters k also has an impact
on the performance of local models. As can be seen from the
table, according to the W/D/L analysis, local models can
obtain the best ACC indicator when k is set to 2 and obtain
the best Popt indicator when k is set to 2 and 6. -erefore, we
recommend that in the cross-validation scenario, when
using local models to solve the effort-aware JIT-SDP
problem, the parameter k can be set to 2.

-is section analyzes and compares the classification
performance and effort-aware prediction performance of
local and global models in 10 times 10-fold cross-validation
scenario. -e empirical results show that compared with
global models, local models perform poorly in the classifi-
cation performance but perform better in the effort-aware
prediction performance. However, the performance of local
models is affected by the parameter k and the size of the data
sets. -e experimental results show that local models can
obtain better effort-aware prediction performance on the
project with larger size of data sets and can obtain better
effort-aware prediction performance when k is set to 2.

5.2.Analysis forRQ2. -is section discusses the performance
differences between local and global models in the cross-
project-validation scenario for JIT-SDP. -e results of the
experiment are shown in Table 6, in which the first column
indicates four evaluation indicators including AUC, F1,

Table 4: Local vs. global models in the 10 times 10-fold cross-validation scenario.

Indicator Project Global
Local

k� 2 k� 3 k� 4 k� 5 k� 6 k� 7 k� 8 k� 9 k� 10

AUC

BUG 0.730 0.704 0.687 0.684 0.698 0.688 0.686 0.686 0.693 0.685
COL 0.742 0.719 0.708 0.701 0.703 0.657 0.666 0.670 0.668 0.660
JDT 0.725 0.719 0.677 0.670 0.675 0.697 0.671 0.674 0.671 0.654
MOZ 0.769 0.540 0.741 0.715 0.703 0.730 0.730 0.725 0.731 0.722
PLA 0.742 0.733 0.702 0.693 0.654 0.677 0.640 0.638 0.588 0.575
POS 0.777 0.764 0.758 0.760 0.758 0.753 0.755 0.705 0.757 0.757

W/D/L — 0/0/6 0/0/6 0/0/6 0/0/6 0/0/6 0/0/6 0/0/6 0/0/6 0/0/6

F1

BUG 0.663 0.644 0.628 0.616 0.603 0.598 0.608 0.610 0.601 0.592
COL 0.696 0.672 0.649 0.669 0.678 0.634 0.537 0.596 0.604 0.564
JDT 0.723 0.706 0.764 0.757 0.734 0.695 0.615 0.643 0.732 0.722
MOZ 0.825 0.374 0.853 0.758 0.785 0.741 0.718 0.737 0.731 0.721
PLA 0.704 0.678 0.675 0.527 0.477 0.557 0.743 0.771 0.627 0.604
POS 0.762 0.699 0.747 0.759 0.746 0.698 0.697 0.339 0.699 0.700

W/D/L — 0/0/6 2/0/4 1/1/4 0/1/5 0/0/6 0/1/5 1/0/5 0/1/5 0/1/5

ACC

BUG 0.421 0.452 0.471 0.458 0.424 0.451 0.450 0.463 0.446 0.462
COL 0.553 0.458 0.375 0.253 0.443 0.068 0.195 0.459 0.403 0.421
JDT 0.354 0.532 0.374 0.431 0.291 0.481 0.439 0.314 0.287 0.334
MOZ 0.189 0.386 0.328 0.355 0.364 0.301 0.270 0.312 0.312 0.312
PLA 0.368 0.472 0.509 0.542 0.497 0.509 0.456 0.442 0.456 0.495
POS 0.336 0.490 0.397 0.379 0.457 0.442 0.406 0.341 0.400 0.383

W/D/L — 5/0/1 4/1/1 4/1/1 3/1/2 4/1/1 4/1/1 2/2/2 3/1/2 4/1/1

Popt

BUG 0.742 055 0.747 0.744 0.726 0.738 0.749 0.750 0.760 0.750 0.766
COL 0.726 0.661 0.624 0.401 0.731 0.295 0.421 0.644 0.628 0.681
JDT 0.660 0.779 0.625 0.698 0.568 0.725 0.708 0.603 0.599 0.634
MOZ 0.555 0.679 0.626 0.645 0.659 0.588 0.589 0.643 0.634 0.630
PLA 0.664 0.723 0.727 0.784 0.746 0.758 0.718 0.673 0.716 0.747
POS 0.673 0.729 0.680 0.651 0.709 0.739 0.683 0.596 0.669 0.644

W/D/L — 4/1/1 2/2/2 2/1/3 3/2/1 4/1/1 2/3/1 1/2/3 1/3/2 2/1/3
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ACC, and Popt; the second column represents the perfor-
mance values of local models; from the third column to the
eleventh column, the prediction performance of local
models under different parameters k is represented. In our
experiment, six data sets are used in the cross-project-
validation scenario. -erefore, each prediction model pro-
duces 30 prediction results. -e values in Table 6 represent
the median of the prediction results.

For the values in Table 6, we do the following processing:

(i) Using the significance test method, the performance
values of local models that are significantly different
from those of global models are bolded.

(ii) -e performance values of local models that are
significantly better than those of global models are
given in italics.

(iii) -e W/D/L column analyzes the number of times
that local models perform significantly better than
global models at different parameters k.

First, we compare the difference in classification per-
formance between local models and global models. As can be
seen from Table 6, in the AUC and F1 indicators, the
classification performance of local models under different
parameter k is worse than or equal to that of global models.
-erefore, we can conclude that in the cross-project-
validation scenario, local models perform worse than
global models in the classification performance.

Second, we compare the effort-aware prediction per-
formance of local and global models. It can be seen from
Table 6 that the performance of local models is better than or
equal to that of global models in the ACC and Popt indicators
when the parameter k is from 2 to 10.-erefore, local models
are valid for effort-aware JIT-SDP in the cross-validation
scenario. In particular, when the number k of clusters is set
to 2, local models can obtain better ACC values and Popt
values than global models; when k is set to 5, local models
can obtain better ACC values. -erefore, it is appropriate to
set k to 2, which can find 49.3% defect-inducing changes
when using 20% effort and increase the ACC indicator by
57.0% and increase the Popt indicator by 16.4%.

In the cross-project-validation scenario, local models
perform worse in the classification performance but perform
better in the effort-aware prediction performance than
global models. However, the setting of k in local models has
an impact on the effort-aware prediction performance for
local models.-e empirical results show that when k is set to
2, local models can obtain the optimal effort-aware pre-
diction performance.

5.3. Analysis for RQ3. -is section compares the prediction
performance of local and global models in the timewise-

cross-validation scenario. Since in the timewise-cross-
validation scenario only two months of data in each data
sets are used to train prediction models, the size of the
training sample in each cluster is small. -rough experi-
ment, we find that if the parameter k of local models is set
too large, the number of training samples in each cluster
may be too small or even equal to 0. -erefore, the ex-
periment sets the parameter k of local models to 2. -e
experimental results are shown in Table 7. Suppose a
project contains n months of data, and prediction models
can produce n− 5 prediction results in the timewise-cross-
validation scenario. -erefore, the third and fourth col-
umns in Table 7 represent the median and standard de-
viation of prediction results for global and local models.
Based on the significance test method, the performance
values of local models with significant differences from
those of global models are bold. -e row W/D/L sum-
marizes the number of projects for which local models can
obtain a better, equal, and worse performance than global
models in each indicator.

First, we compare the classification performance of local
and global models. It can be seen from Table 7 that local
models perform worse on the AUC and F1 indicators than
global models on the 6 data sets. -erefore, it can be con-
cluded that local models perform poorly in classification
performance compared to global models in the timewise-
cross-validation scenario.

Second, we compare the effort-aware prediction per-
formance of local and global models. It can be seen from
Table 7 that in the projects BUG and COL, local models have
worse ACC and Popt indicators than global models, while in
the other four projects (JDT, MOZ, PLA, and POS), local
models and global models have no significant difference in
the ACC and Popt indicators. -erefore, local models per-
form worse in effort-aware prediction performance than
global models in the timewise-cross-validation scenario.
-is conclusion is inconsistent with the conclusions in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2. For this problem, we consider that the
main reason lies in the size of the training sample. In the
timewise-cross-validation scenario, only two months of data
in the data sets are used to train prediction models (there are
only 452 changes per month on average).When local models
are used, since the training set is divided into several clusters,
the number of training samples in each cluster is further
decreased, which results in a decrease in the effort-aware
prediction performance of local models.

In this section, we compare the classification perfor-
mance and effort-aware prediction performance of local and
global models in the timewise-cross-validation scenario.
Empirical results show that local models perform worse than
global models in the classification performance and effort-
aware prediction performance. -erefore, we recommend

Table 5: -e number of wins of local models at different k values.

Project BUG COL JDT MOZ PLA POS
Count 4 0 7 18 14 11
Rank 5 6 4 1 2 3
Number of changes (rank) 4620 (5) 4455 (6) 35386 (3) 98275 (1) 64250 (2) 20431 (3)
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using global models to solve the JIT-SDP problem in the
timewise-cross-validation scenario.

6. Threats to Validity

6.1. External Validity. Although our experiment uses public
data sets that have extensively been used in previous studies,
we cannot yet guarantee that the discovery of the experiment
can be applied to all other change-level defect data sets.
-erefore, the defect data sets of more projects should be
mined in order to verify the generalization of the experi-
mental results.

6.2. Construct Validity. We use F1, AUC, ACC, and Popt to
evaluate the prediction performance of local and global
models. Because defect data sets are often imbalanced, AUC
is more appropriate as a threshold-independent evaluation
indicator to evaluate the classification performance of

models [4]. In addition, we use F1, a threshold-based
evaluation indicator, as a supplement to AUC. Besides,
similar to prior study [7, 9], the experiment uses ACC and
Popt to evaluate the effort-aware prediction performance of
models. However, we cannot guarantee that the experi-
mental results are valid in all other evaluation indicators
such as precision, recall, Fβ, and PofB20.

6.3. Internal Validity. Internal validity involves errors in the
experimental code. In order to reduce this risk, we carefully
examined the code of the experiment and referred to the
code published in previous studies [7, 8, 29] so as to improve
the reliability of the experiment code.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this article, we firstly apply local models to JIT-SDP. Our
study aims to compare the prediction performance of local
and global models under cross-validation, cross-project-
validation, and timewise-cross-validation for JIT-SDP. In
order to compare the classification performance and effort-
aware prediction performance of local and global models, we
first build local models based on the k-medoids method.
Afterwards, logistic regression and EALR are used to build
classification models and effort-aware prediction models for
local and global models. -e empirical results show that local
models perform worse in the classification performance than
global models in three evaluation scenarios. Moreover, local
models have worse effort-aware prediction performance in the
timewise-cross-validation scenario. However, local models are
significantly better than global models in the effort-aware
prediction performance in the cross-validation-scenario and
timewise-cross-validation scenario. Particularly, the optimal
effort-aware prediction performance can be obtained when
the parameter k of local models is set to 2. -erefore, local
models are still promising in the context of effort-aware JIT-
SDP.

In the future, first, we plan to consider more commercial
projects to further verify the validity of the experimental
conclusions. Second, logistic regression and EALR are used
in local and global models. Considering that the choice of
modeling methods will affect the prediction performance of
local and global models, we hope to add more baselines to
local and global models to verify the generalization of ex-
perimental conclusions.

Data Availability

-e experiment uses public data sets shared by Kamei et al.
[7], and they have already published the download address of

Table 6: Local vs. global models in the cross-project-validation scenario.

Indicator Global
Local

W/D/L
k� 2 k� 3 k� 4 k� 5 k� 6 k� 7 k� 8 k� 9 k� 10

AUC 0.706 0.683 0.681 0.674 0.673 0.673 0.668 0.659 0.680 0.674 0/0/9
F1 0.678 0.629 0.703 0.696 0.677 0.613 0.620 0.554 0.629 0.637 0/4/5
ACC 0.314 0.493 0.396 0.348 0.408 0.393 0.326 0.34 0.342 0.345 2/7/0
Popt 0.656 0.764 0.691 0.672 0.719 0.687 0.619 0.632 0.667 0.624 1/8/0

Table 7: Local vs. global models in the timewise-cross-validation
scenario.

Indicators Project Global Local (k� 2)

AUC

BUG 0.672± 0.125 0.545± 0.124
COL 0.717± 0.075 0.636± 0.135
JDT 0.708± 0.043 0.645± 0.073
MOZ 0.749± 0.034 0.648± 0.128
PLA 0.709± 0.054 0.642± 0.076
POS 0.743± 0.072 0.702± 0.095

W/D/L — 0/0/6

F1

BUG 0.587± 0.108 0.515± 0.128
COL 0.651± 0.066 0.599± 0.125
JDT 0.722± 0.048 0.623± 0.161
MOZ 0.804± 0.050 0.696± 0.190
PLA 0.702± 0.053 0.618± 0.162
POS 0.714± 0.065 0.657± 0.128

W/D/L — 0/0/6

ACC

BUG 0.357± 0.212 0.242± 0.210
COL 0.426± 0.168 0.321± 0.186
JDT 0.356± 0.148 0.329± 0.189
MOZ 0.218± 0.132 0.242± 0.125
PLA 0.358± 0.181 0.371± 0.196
POS 0.345± 0.159 0.306± 0.205

W/D/L — 0/4/2

Popt

BUG 0.622± 0.194 0.458± 0.189
COL 0.669± 0.150 0.553± 0.204
JDT 0.654± 0.101 0.624± 0.142
MOZ 0.537± 0.110 0.537± 0.122
PLA 0.631± 0.115 0.645± 0.151
POS 0.615± 0.131 0.583± 0.167

W/D/L — 0/4/2
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the data sets in their paper. In addition, in order to verify the
repeatability of our experiment and promote future research,
all the experimental code in this article can be downloaded at
https://github.com/yangxingguang/LocalJIT.
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